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Introduction

Introduction
Thank you for choosing this KBR quality product.
To familiarize yourself with device operation and configuration, we recommend
you read this manual carefully. This will enable you to make use of the entire
range of functions that this high-quality product offers.
The individual chapters serve to explain the technical details of the device and
show how to properly install and start up the device to prevent damage.

1.1

User manual
This user manual is included in the scope of delivery of the device and must be
accessible to the user at all times (e.g. in the switchgear cabinet). Even if the device is resold to third parties, the manual remains an inherent part of the device.
Although the utmost of care has been taken in putting together this user
manual, errors may still occur. We would be very grateful if you could notify us
of any errors or unclear descriptions you may notice.

1.2

Intended use
This device helps you to optimize energy consumption and avoid expensive
load peaks.
The system assists you in monitoring the energy consumption of your devices,
helps you to make optimum use of your tariff and permanently lower your
energy costs.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

This device does not, however, render careful system planning indispensable.
Moreover, it is essential that you take time to configure the device in line with
your system parameters on first use and plan the shut-down of your devices.
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Explanation of safety relevant symbols
These operating instructions contain notes that must be observed for your
personal safety and to avoid damage to equipment. These notes are identified
by a warning sign or information symbol, depending on the degree of hazard
they represent.

Warning
"Warning" means that death, major injuries or damage may occur if the appropriate safety measures are not taken.

Caution
"Caution" means that minor injuries or damage may occur if suitable safety
precautions are not taken.

Note
"Note" is an important piece of information on the product, its operation or the
respective part of the operating instructions to which special reference is being
made.

Disclaimer

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

The contents of these operating instructions have been carefully reviewed in
terms of the hardware and software described. Nonetheless, deviations cannot
be ruled out, and the manufacturer cannot guarantee 100% conformity. The
specifications made in these operating instructions are reviewed on a regular
basis; any corrections required will be included in the next revision.
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1.4

Safety notes
In order to prevent operating errors, device operation is kept as simple as possible. This will enable you to start your device up quickly.
In your own interest, however, the following safety notes should be read carefully. The applicable DIN / VDE regulations must be observed for installation!
Power supply connection, setup and operation of the device must be performed by qualified personnel only. Qualified personnel as defined in the
safety notes in this user manual are those authorized to set up, ground and
mark devices, systems and circuits in accordance with applicable standards and
regulations.
To prevent fire and electric shocks, the device must not be exposed to rain or
humidity!
Before connecting the device to the power supply, check whether the local
power supply conditions comply with the specifications on the device nameplate.

Caution
A faulty connection may result in the destruction of the device!
For device connection, the data given in the connection chart must be complied with (see “Connection chart”) and there must be no voltage in the connection lines. When wiring, always ensure that all wiring material used is neither
damaged nor defective and that the polarity is correct!
In order to ensure proper and safe product operation, it must be transported,
stored, installed and assembled in accordance with the specifications, as well as
carefully operated and maintained.

Error detection, repair and maintenance work may only be carried out in our
facilities or after contacting our service team. Opening the device unauthorized
shall render your warranty null and void. Correct operation can no longer be
guaranteed!
Opening the device may expose live parts. Capacitors in the device may still be
under load, even if the device has been disconnected from all voltage sources.
Open devices must not be operated!

6
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A visibly damaged device must generally be considered unfit for use and disconnected from the power supply!
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Systems that are at risk from lightning strikes must feature lightning protection
for all input and output lines.

1.5

Product liability
You have purchased a high-quality product. Only components of the highest
quality and maximum reliability are used.
Each device is subject to long-term testing before it is delivered.
For details on product liability, please refer to our general terms and conditions
for electronic equipment, which you can find at www.kbr.de.
The warranty on device properties applies only if the device has been operated
in accordance with its intended use!

1.6

Disposal
Defective, outdated or disused devices must be properly disposed of.
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If required, we are happy to dispose of the devices for you.
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Device memory
Non-volatile long-term memory
The device is equipped with an internal, non-volatile memory in which longterm data is stored.

Buffered real-time clock (RTC)
After an uninterrupted charging time (device connected to the supply voltage)
of approx. 8 hours, the buffer capacitor will have a sufficient charge to protect
the internal clock from failure due to lack of operating voltage for approx. 14
days.

Note

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

If the buffer capacitor is discharged and there is no supply voltage, once the
device has been switched on the time settings will be incorrect and must therefore be reset.

8
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Definition of terms
Below, you will find brief explanations of the terminology used in this manual.
Root-mean-square value:
By definition the square of the average value of a periodic or pulsating value is
referred to as the root-mean-square value. multimess D6 exclusively uses the
RMS values of pure periodic values.
Instantaneous root-mean-square value:
The value determined by the multimess D6 during its measurement intervals.
Measurement interval:
During a measurement interval, the electrical quantity “Voltage” or “Current”
of one phase is scanned. The resulting scanning spots are available for further
calculations. This interval is mainly determined by the A/D conversion.
Measuring cycle:
The measuring cycle is the time the measuring device needs in order to measure all the values recorded by the device for all three phases.
Firmware:
The operating system software implemented in the multimess D6’s microcontroller.
Load profile memory:
Saves the actual values of the measurment periods with timestamp.
Measurement period maximum value:
The measurement period containing the highest (maximum) value that occurred.
Active/reactive power periods:
Actual active or reactive power within a measurement period.
Measurement period:
The period of time used to determine the average power demand. Typical intervals: e.g. 15, 30, 60 minutes.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

DIN rail
Top hat rail / mounting rail acc. to DIN EN 50022
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Application/range of functions

Field of application/range of functions
multimess D6 is a compact, easy-to-use energy meter that records active as well
as reactive energy (for consumption and recovery).
This energy counting device was designed in accordance with the standards
DIN EN 61036 (IEC 1036), DIN EN 61268 (IEC 1268) and requirement specification 2.0 revision 12/97 by the German Electricity Association (VDEW).
Dual-tariff counter function (HT/LT)
Consumption during high tariff and low tariff times is saved separately. Switching from high to low tariff times and vice versa is either carried out by means of
a digital signal to be applied externally, e.g. from the energy supplier, or via an
internal clock. A display flashing on the front of the device indicates which tariff
is active at the moment. When operated with the KBR Energy Bus, switching can
also be carried out centrally via the Multimaster or computer.
Convenient operation and display
The LCD serves to either display the measured values directly or enter the respective parameters and configuration data. In addition, six LEDs serve to show
the status and monitor the functions. Four buttons facilitate clearly structured
navigation through the menus.
For 100 to 400 V networks
The multimess D6 can be applied in three-wire as well as four-wire networks.
If the measuring value displays in the three-wire network are incorrect, a zero-point creator should be used. The unit can be implemented in 100 V as well
as in 400 V networks for direct measurement. Using a transducer adaptor, up to
700 V can be connected to the meter. Higher voltages can only be connected
via external voltage transformers, whereby primary and secondary voltage can
be freely programmed. The measuring voltage inputs of the device measure
directly, i.e. they are not metallically separated by a voltage transformer!
For energy supply networks with outer conductor connected to the earth potential, suitable control gear with electrical isolation (e.g. voltage transformer)
must be used.

Programmable pulse output
Active energy or reactive energy proportional pulses can be output via a
programmable output laid out as an S0 interface. The pulse output type (in
proportion to active or reactive energy

10
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x/5A or x/1A freely programmable
The measuring inputs for current must always be fed via current transformers,
while the transformer ratio is programmable. The primary current value as well
as the secondary current value can be selected.

Application/range of functions
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for consumption or recovery) as well as the pulse values (number of pulses per
kWh or per kvarh) and the pulse length can be configured. These pulses can be
processed by, for example, a master system for data acquisition or optimization,
a maximum-demand monitor or a central process control.
Each pulse is visualized by a flashing LED.
Serial interface for connection to the KBR Energy Bus
In its default configuration, the multimess D6 has a serial interface
(RS-485) for operation with the KBR eBus.
A large amount of information that cannot be shown on the display can be read
from the device via the Energy Bus.
Thus the online measuring values of the individual power factors and the individual power as well as a large amount of data can be read from the long-term
memory.
Extensive storage functions
In addition to its counting functions, the multimess D6 offers extensive memory functions:
4-quadrant load profile memory to record the cumulated active and reactive
power
Memory to record the daily energy values for 365 days
Memory for the previous month’s maximum measurement period
Event memory (4096 entries), for logging actions of the meter such as mains
failures, tariff switches, delete functions etc.
These memory functions are only available via the KBR eBus.
Synchronization
Synchronization as well as high/low tariff switching can be controlled centrally
via the KBR eBus or via the internal clock.
Software (optional)
A number of software products that can be run on most Microsoft® Windows®
operating systems is available for the convenient programming and storage of
long-term data.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Separate power supply
The device requires a separate auxiliary voltage for operation (see nameplate).
For questions on this device or on our software products please don’t hesitate
to contact us. We will be glad to assist you. Please see the cover sheet of this
manual for your contact address.
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Connecting the multimess D6

5.1

Installation and assembly
The housing of the multimess D6 has been designed for wall mounting on a
35 mm DIN rail. The module is assembled to the mounted DIN rail.

Caution
The control voltage as well as the applied measuring voltage of the device
must be protected by means of a back-up fuse. When connecting the current
transformers, the energy flow direction and the correct assignment to the
voltage paths must be observed!
For the wiring of the pulse output, we recommend to exclusively use shielded
twisted pair material to avoid disturbance (e.g. installation line I-Y(ST) Y 2x2x0.8mm, whereas the shielding may only be connected on one side).
During installation, please also observe our notes on safety measures against
overvoltage and lightning in the chapter “Protective measures” of this manual.

Note
You should take the following points into consideration when connecting
the device to the three-phase network
to be measured:
- Energy flow direction
- Assigning of measuring voltage input/current transformer input

Current transformer connection:
Energy flow direction:
When mounting the transformers, observe the current flow or energy flow
direction. If the current transformers are inserted the wrong way round, the current will have a negative sign for active power input. In this case, interchange
the pins of the terminals k and l of the affected transformers.

12
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Rotary field:
As soon as the multimess D6 is connected to the mains, it will automatically
detect the rotary direction.

KBR multimess D6

Connecting the multimess D6

Assigning measuring voltage input / current transformer input:
The current transformer on terminal 20/21 (k1/l1) must be arranged in the
phase where the measuring voltage for terminal 10 (L1) is measured. The same
applies to the other transformer and measuring voltage connections.

Caution
Before any interchanging, the current transformers must be shorted out.

5.2

Connection diagram

Tarif/Tariff
Impuls
Ausgang
Impuls
output

Eingänge
Inputs

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Messspannung
Measuring voltage

Modbus
Schnittstelle
Interface

Messstrom
Measuring current

Netz
Power

Stromflussrichtung / current direction

V5.00
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5.3

Terminal assignment
Terminals 1 (L) / 2 (N) and PE

Power supply connection
A control voltage is required to supply the
device with power. The device can be operated with a voltage from 85 V to 265 V.

Terminals 2
 0 (k1) and 21 (l1)
22 (k2) and 23 (l2)
24 (k3) and 25 (l3)

Current measuring inputs
The measuring inputs for current must be
connected via current transformers x/1A
AC or x/5A AC.
When connecting transformers, pay attention to the energy flow direction and the
correct assignment of measuring voltage
inputs to the current transformers.

Terminals 10 (L1)
11 (L2)
12 (L3)
13 (N)

Voltage measuring inputs
Three phase voltage measurement in
4-wire alternating current networks.
Direct measurement is possible in the
following networks: 3 x 100V/57,7V AC;3 x
400V/230V AC;
For higher voltages, the unit needs to be
connected via a voltage transformer.

Terminals 9
 2 (B)
91 (A)
90 (earth)

Bus connection

Terminals 34 (+) and 35 (-)

Pulse output

For device configuration and for
communication at the KBR eBus

Terminals 36 (+) and 37 (-)

not in use

Terminals 38 (+) and 39 (-)

Tariff input
A floating contact, e.g. from the energy
supplier for switching from high to low
tariff, can be connected to this input.

14
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Output of energy-proportional
pulses via a digital contact (S0 interface in
accordance with DIN 43864). Paying attention to the correct polarity is important
for this output. The output signals can be
processed by a maximum demand monitor or a master central process control, for
example.

Commissioning
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Start-up

6.1

Control and display panel
The multimess D6 features four key buttons, , ,  and , to reach
the individual menus and submenus for programming the device. The 6-digit
LCD serves to display the currently selected measured values. Six green LEDs
indicate the significance of the measured data as well as different messages.

6.2

LEDs

LED “K”	While the LCD shows the type of measurement and the measured
LED “M”
numerical value, the three prefix LEDs “K,” “M” and “G” show the
LED “G”	significance of the unscaled unit. It is decisive which LED is active:
- “K” means that the value is shown in “kilo…” (e.g. [kW]),
- “M” stands for “mega…” (e.g. [MVAr]) and
- “G” corresponds to “giga…” (e.g. [GVA]);
- if no LED is active, the value is represented as an unscaled unit.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

LED “Error”	This LED flashes if an error message is waiting or an error has
occurred.

V5.00

LED

Not in use

LED

This LED always flashes when the pulse output is active.
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6.3

Default settings after reset

Measuring voltage, primary
Measuring voltage, secondary
Measuring current primary
Measuring current secondary
Zero-point creator
Daylight saving time
Frequency correction
Current average value over
Tariff switching
Default setting for
internal tariff switching
All measurements
Energy Memory
Measurement period
Measurement period memory
Synchronization type
Attenuation coefficient for current/
voltage
Pulse output type
Pulse value
Pulse length at pulse output
Tariff
Password

400 V
400 V
5A
5A
Deactivated
from months 03 to 10
automatic
10 minutes
Bus
Start time: 00:00 for LT start,
End time: 00:00 for LT end
Restart
Deleting all energy memories
15 min.
Deleting all entries
internal
0
proportional to active energy, active energy
consumption
1 pulse / kWh
100 ms (Te/Ta =50/50)
HT
Default setting 9999,
device can be freely configured

Unaffected by a RESET:

Bus address and time

Basic configuration when
delivered:

All settings set to default values.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Bus address is 0000.
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Basic device parameters

Parameters
Measuring voltage, primary
Measuring voltage, secondary
Measuring current; transformer primary current
Measuring current (at device input,
i.e. secondary transformer!)
Pulse output type / pulse value
Pulse length
Tariff switching
Synchronization settings
Bus mode
Bus address
Time
Password

Device name
Event name
Measurement period

Stored by user
programmable by user from
1 to 99.99 kV
programmable by user from
1 to 600 V
programmable by user from
0001 A to 9999 A
can be selected by user:
1 A or 5 A
according to user settings 0.00 to 9999 P/kWh
30 to 990 ms
user can select digital input, switching via
KBR eBus or at times programmed in the device
Setting options: Bus and internal clock
Choice of KBR eBus, Modbus RTU or Modbus
ASCII
according to user settings between 0001 and
9999 for KBR eBus and 1 to 247 for Modbus
acc. to user settings in hh:mm:ss
according to user settings, password is a 4-digit
number (leading zeros); 9999 means: Device is
not password-protected
any name chosen by the user 1*)
an individual designation is assigned to
every event
1 / 15 / 30 / 60 min. 1*)

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

1*) This function can only be set using the computer, with optionally available software
(e.g. visualenergy).
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7	Measured values of the multimess D6
and their representation
The following section provides an overview of the measured values of the
multimess D6 and their representation on the device. The respective measuring
range is automatically switched over in the display.
Display:
High tariff HT

T1

Display:
Low tariff LT

T2

000000

Display:
Consumption or
recovery

7.1

Wh
Varh

Display:
Active energy [Wh]
Display:
Reactive energy [Varh]

5 places for
display of measured
values

Display of active or reactive energy measurement
Example:
Display:

T1

12

Wh

G

M
k


T1

345

Wh  G

M
k



T1

18

678.9
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Wh  G

M

k
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Display of the active energy WAct in kWh, MWh or GWh and the reactive energy
WReact in kVArh, MVArh or GVArh. The output measuring value must be calculated with the respective display significance “Kilo,” “Mega” or “Giga,” depending on
the active LED.

7.2

Display of power measurement
The total active power measurement is identified by a „p“ in the first place, „s“
identifies the total apparent power measurement and „q“ identifies the total
reactive power measurement.
Active power during energy consumption is displayed without a polarity sign,
during energy recovery with a negative polarity sign. For inductive reactive
power, the measured value is preceded by an „i“; capacitive reactive power is
identified by a „c“.
For the display of the measured values themselves the same principles apply as
for the display of active and reactive energy. The output measuring value must
be multiplied with the respective display significance „Kilo“, „Mega“or „Giga“,
depending on the active LED.
Display of active power in W, kW, MW, GW, the apparent power S in VA, kVA,
MVA, GVA and the reactive power Q in Var, kvar, Mvar, Gvar.

7.2.1

Display for energy consumption or recovery
Whether energy is recovered can be determined by means of the polarity sign
for the active power and the continuous counter.

7.2.2

Display of the power factor
If the power factor λ is measured, this is indicated by “PF” (power factor) in the
first of the two spaces in the display.
By definition the power factor is the relationship of the active power to apparent power
				
ΙPΙ
			
λp = PF=
				
S

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

In contrast to the cos φ, for the power factor λ the proportion of distortion
reactive power is included in the calculation.
Display of the power factor λ in the range 0.00 to 1.00.
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8

Programming
The multimess D6 is programmed using the 4 keys , ,  and .

8.1

Working with the display menu
Pressing the navigation key  jumps to the respective
following menu item.

Note
The active tariff is indicated by permanent flashing of the respective tariff display T1 or T2 in every display menu.
Active energy for
low tariff

T1
T2

LCD

Active energy WAct
for high tariff

Continue in the main menu
or



T1

Unscaled unit

2345.6

Wh

2

Wh

Detailed view gigawatt-hours

Wh

Detailed view megawatt-hours MWh
if the prefix LED “M” is active

GWh if the prefix LED “G” is active

 or  to

jump back to the basic menu

T1

20

kWh if the prefix LED "k" lights up. (if
the prefix LED “G” or “M” lights up,
other menus are available)
For meter count detailed view


T1

Continue with

Wh

456

V5.00
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Menu

2.35

Display of the accumulated active
energy in low tariff.
The tariff display T2 (low tariff)
lights up permanently.
The tariff display T1 flashes, i.e. the
current counting tariff is T1 (high
tariff)

Programming
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Menu
Continue with

LCD

Unscaled unit

 or  to

jump back to the basic menu

T1

789.5

Wh

Detailed view kilowatt-hours

Wh

kWh if the prefix LED "k" lights up.

kWh if the prefix LED "K" lights up

Back to main menu
or

 

Active energy WAct
for low tariff

T2
Continue in the main menu
or



(if the prefix LED “G” or “M” lights up,
other menus are available)
For meter count detailed view



T2
Continue with

2345.6

2

Wh

Detailed view gigawatt-hours
GWh if the prefix LED “G” is active

Wh

Detailed view megawatt-hours
MWh if the prefix LED “M” is active

Wh

Detailed view kilowatt-hours
kWh if the prefix LED "K" lights up

 or  to

jump back to the basic menu

T2
Continue with

456

 or  to

jump back to the basic menu

T2

789.5

Back to main menu
or
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Reactive energy WReact
for high tariff

V5.00

T1

2345.6

kvarh if the prefix LED "k" lights up.
(if the prefix LED “G” or “M” lights up,
Varh other menus are available)
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Menu

LCD

Continue in the main menu
or



Unscaled unit
For meter count detailed view


T1

Detailed view gigavar-hours

2

Gvarh if the prefix LED “G” is active
Varh

 

or
to
Continue with
jump back to the basic menu

T1

Continue with

456

Detailed view megavar-hours Mvarh if
the prefix LED “M” is active
Varh

 or  to

jump back to the basic menu

T1

789.5

Detailed view kilovar-hours
kvarh if the prefix LED "K" lights up
Varh

Back to main menu
or

 

Reactive energy WReact
for low tariff

T2
Continue in the main menu
or



2345.6

kvarh if the prefix LED "k" lights up.
(if the prefix LED “G” or “M” lights up,
Varh other menus are available)
For meter count detailed view



Detailed view gigavar-hours

T2

2

Gvarh if the prefix LED “G” is active
Varh
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or
to
Continue with
jump back to the basic menu
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LCD

Unscaled unit
Detailed view megavar-hours

T2

456

Mvarh if the prefix LED “M” is active
Varh

 

or
to
Continue with
jump back to the basic menu

T2

789.5

Detailed view kilovar-hours
kvarh if the prefix LED "K" lights up
Varh

Back to main menu
or

 

Voltage Ph-N L1

uI 230

V if no prefix LED is active
V



to L2 and L3
Continue with
or
to the basic menu



Voltage Ph-Ph L1-2

uI P 398

V if no prefix LED is active
V



to L2-3 and
Continue with
L3-1 or
to the basic menu



Current L1

iI 289

A if no prefix LED is active
A



to L2 and L3
Continue with
or
to the basic menu



Apparent power Stotal

5 98.28

VA

VA if no prefix LED is active

P 125.5

W

W if no prefix LED is active
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Active power Ptotal
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Menu

LCD

Unscaled unit


Reactive power Qtotal

qi723.8

var

var if no prefix LED is active


Power factor λ

PF 0.52

Display of the power factor (fundamental component and harmonics)

12:34:55

Output format
Hours: Minutes: Seconds

12.04.15

Output format
Day: Month: Year


Device time


Devices - date


Firmware Version

5.00r.01

Version number V5.00 Release 01


Network frequency

Fr50.01

measured power frequency
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 etc.
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Programming scheme

 

Pressing both keys simultaneously will jump to the configuration menu from any other menu.



Confirm inputs or changes. Changes can only be carried out
after a valid password is entered or after the device has been
unlocked (password 9999).



Cancels input from any position in the configuration menu
without applying values. Jumps back to point where input
started. If input is not active, continue to next item.



Changes to the input mode, i.e. the first place of the value to
be modified flashes. Pressing the key again will jump to the
second place of the value to be modified, etc.




Pressing the key steps through the flashing value from 0 to 9.
Confirms the inputs made. (Values are only saved to the device
after the configuration menu is closed, i.e. after the last Config
- menu item has been passed)

Working with the configuration menu

Menu

Key combination

Configuration
menu

 

Device display

conF

Description
Changes to the
programming mode;
display flashes

Press both keys
simultaneously



conF

Execute configuration
menu
or



Cancel, i.e. back to
display of measuring
values

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

or

V5.00
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Note
The display will automatically jump back from the configuration menu to the
display menu after 60 seconds of inactivity, without saving changes. If you want
to change displayed settings, you will have to enter the appropriate password
to get access.
The password is queried when you press the  key.

No password is required to check the set parameters if no changes are to be
made. You can scroll through the complete configuration menu while it is
locked using the  key.
Menu

Key combination

Device display

Reset

rESEt



Description
Reset should only be
carried out during
setup and when the
device is completely
reprogrammed.
Caution! Reset will reset
all programmed values
back to default settings
Jump to the next menu
without performing
a reset

or

 

Key combination to
carry out reset

Note
Press the  key and hold it down while also pressing the  key.
The “Reset” display flashes for approx. 5 sec. (keep button pressed). The “Reset”
is only carried out with a delay of these same 5 seconds, i.e. the reset procedure
can be canceled by releasing the keys while the “Reset” display is still flashing.

After this key combination has been pressed for more than 5 sec., the device is
back in its default state; data and parameter memory are deleted.
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The “Reboot” display will appear.
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Key combination

Carry out reset

 
are pressed simultaneously and held for
> 5 sec.

Device display

rESEt

rEb00t

Enter password




 
save with

Cd0000

Cd1234

Description
The display flashes for
approx. 5 sec.; the reset
function is carried out
with a delay of these
same 5 sec.
Display appears briefly
after reset has been
performed,
resetting the device to
factory defaults

Password is queried
(only when password
9999 is not used)
Password 9999 in
original state or after
reset => access to all
inputs.
Enter password



Note

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

If the password is entered correctly, changes can now be carried out within the
configuration menu. When leaving the configuration menu, the password will
become active again. If a wrong password is entered, the password is queried
again if changes are to be applied.

V5.00
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Menu

Programming
Key combination

Device display

Description


Measuring voltage,
primary

 
save with

UP:0400

V

UP:0500

V




e.g.: Operation in a network with 400 V rated
voltage (UPH-PH)
Change measuring
voltage
to 500 V, for example

Note
If all 4 digits are flashing, you can add a decimal point with the  button. The
prefix LED “K” will then also light up next to the display.

Menu

Key combination

Device display

Description



 
save with

U5: 400

V

U5: 100

V

IP:0005

A

IP:1500

A



Transformer –
Primary current

 
save with
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e.g.: Operation in a network with 400 V rated
voltage (UPH-PH)
Change measuring
voltage
to 100 V, for example

Display of the configured primary current,
e.g.: 5 A
Programming transformer primary current,
e.g.: 1500 A

V5.00
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Measuring voltage,
secondary
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Key combination

Device display

Description


Transformer
secondary current

 
save with

15: 5

A

15: 1

A

Display of the secondary current, in this
case 5 A; 5 A or 1 A
selectable
Switching
from 5 A to 1 A



Menu

Key combination

Device display

Description


Zero-point creator

OP:

OFF

OP:

ON

 
save with

Zero-point creator
deactivated (default)
Activate zero-point
creator



Delete active
energy memory

T1
T2

CLEAr

Wh

Menu to delete all
energy memories

Varh

Note

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Delete functions can only be carried out after the appropriate password has
been entered.
Procedure for delete functions:
- Press both keys simultaneously and hold.
- The display flashes for 5 sec. The “CLEAr” function is only carried out after this
5 second delay, i.e. the delete procedure can be canceled by releasing the keys
while the display “CLEAr” is still flashing.
- When this key combination is kept depressed for more than 5 sec., all energy
memories for HT as well as for LT are deleted irrevocably.
- After deleting, the “donE” display remains lit for a few seconds.

V5.00
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Menu
Carry out delete
function

Programming
Key combination

 
press simultaneously
and hold for > 5 sec.

Device display

T1
T2
T1
T2

Description

CLEAr

Wh
Varh

Wh

done

Varh

The display flashes for
5 sec.; the delete function is carried out with
a delay of these same
5 sec.
Display after energy
memory has been
deleted


Pulse output:
proportional
to active or
reactive energy on
consumption or
recovery

 
save with

PULS:P

W

PULS:Q

Var



Pulse value of the
output

Pr : 01.00

Wh

Pulse output type kWh:
in prop. to active or
reactive energy
W = in prop. to active
energy
Var = in prop. to reactive
energy
Programming the pulse
output type for reactive
energy: Display switches from W to Var

Pulse value 01.00
Pulses per kWh or kvarh
0000 = pulse output
deactivated

 
save with

Wh

Programming the pulse
value for the pulse
output; e.g. 100.00 P/
kWh

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN




Pr : 100.0
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Programming
Menu

Key combination

Pulse length of the
output

Device display

PL: 100
 
save with

PL: 080

Description
Length of the energy
pulse in ms, adjustable from 30–990 ms
Default 100 ms
Set length of the energy
pulse e.g. to 80 ms



Tariff
switching method

t2:d16

Switching T1/T2 by
floating contact

t2:d16

Change switching method: switching possibilities

t2:bU5
 
save with

t2:Int



Start
low tariff time

tA:22:00
 
save with

tA:23:30



EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

End
Low tariff time

tE:06:00
 
save with



V5.00

tE:07:30

as follows:
diG = signal on digital
input
buS = via Energy Bus
command or
Int = internally progr.
Period

Start LT time:
Default: 10:00
Change start of LT time:
Enter time in hours:
Minutes

End LT time
Default: 6:00
Change end of LT time:
Enter time in hours:
Minutes
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Menu

Programming
Key combination

Measurement
period
synchronization

Device display

5Y: 1nt

5Y: 1nt
 
save with

5Y: bUS



Description
Measurement period
synchronization
Default SY = int
Synchronization is
carried out by internal
clock
Change synchronization type: SY-int; Internal synchronization or
SY-buS; synchronization through energy
bus command and
internal clock



Ebus
Ebus
 
save with



Modbus mode
(only if rtu or ASCII
was selected in Bus
mode

rtu
ASCII
n 9.6

 
save with



E 9.6
o 9.6

KBR eBus active
Change Bus mode: The
following switching
possibilities:
eBus: KBR eBus
or
rtu: Modbus RTU
or
ASCII: Modbus ASCII

9600 baud,
no parity
Change transmission:
Options:
n 4.8,
n 9.6,
n 19.2

e 4.8,
e 9.6,
e 19.2

o 4.8,
o 9.6
o 19.2
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Programming
Menu

Key combination

Bus address

Device display

Ad:0001


only eBus

AdScAn



Ad:0001

Description
Display of
device address
Starting the automat.
bus scan (display flashes for approx. 60 sec.)
As soon as the device is
recognized at the bus,
an address is assigned
automatically by the PC
software and the
address is entered in the
device memory
With the  key the
automated process
can be stopped and an
address can be entered
manually. Jump to
the next menu without
changing the device
address

 
save with

Ad:0021



Time

10:24:56
10:24:57

Manual setting of
device address
(eBus 1–9999,
Modbus 1–247)

Time of internal clock
Display does not
change in configuration menu.
Set device time Enter
clock time in the format
hh:mm:ss

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN
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Menu

Programming
Key combination

Date

 
save with

Device display

Description

08:07:15

Date of
internal clock

09:07:15

Set date, enter date in
format dd:mm:yy


Note
Setting the internal clock may have an influence on the load profile memory.
If the time of the multimess D6 is adjusted by less than the duration of one
period, the measurement for the instantaneous period is finished at the next
synchronization event and saved.
If the time of the multimess D6 is moved back by more than the duration of one
period, the load profile memory is deleted and restarted. In both cases, a clock
adjustment event is created and saved in the event memory.

Menu

Key combination

Device display

Description



Cd:1234
Cd. ____
 
save with
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Cd:4321

Current password is
displayed if it has been
entered elsewhere
previously
Otherwise:
enter password
Change password
e.g. 4321

Exit configuration
menu, save values and
apply. The display for
the kWh meter count T1
(HT) is shown

V5.00
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8.4

Storage

8.4.1

Device settings
All device settings and configuration data for the memory function are stored
in the device.

Note
The parameters cannot be changed by means of the software via the bus as
long as a user is in the device configuration menu on location.

8.4.2

Long-term memory
The multimess D6 offers the user the long-term memory described in the
following section.

8.4.2.1 Load profile memory
The meter has a load profile memory that is able to record the active energy for
consumption and energy recovery as well as the reactive energy inductively
and capacitively depending on the period duration set. The period duration
can be set by the user via PC software to 60, 30, 15 or 1 minute; the number of
entries is 3840.
This means that a period duration of 60 minutes results in a maximum storage
duration of 160 days.

Note
Setting the internal clock:
If the time of the multimess D6 is adjusted by less than the duration of one
period, the measurement for the instantaneous period is finished at the next
synchronization event and saved.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

If the time of the multimess D6 is moved back by more than the duration of one
period, the load profile memory is deleted and restarted. In both cases, a clock
adjustment event is created and saved in the event memory.
Adjusting the period duration:
If the period duration is adjusted, the load profile memory is deleted
and restarted. An adjustment event (adjustment of the period duration) is
created and entered in the event memory.

V5.00
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8.4.2.2 Annual energy memory
The daily energy values of the past 365 days for WAct consumption, WAct recovery, WReact inductive and WReact capacitive are stored in an annual energy
memory separated for high and low tariff.

8.4.2.3 Event memory and operation logbook
There are 4096 events and operation logbook entries stored with date, time
and status in a ring buffer.
The following events and entries are recorded:
Events

Recording

Event memory

Event memory deleted

Tariff input

Switchover signal HT => LT with date and time
Switchover signal LT => HT with date and time
Synchronization off the screen

External synchronization
missing

via KBR eBus command

Real-time clock

incorrect time

Automatic voltage range
switching

Measuring range switched

Automatic current range
switching

Measuring range switched

Current path

Current path overloaded

Voltage path

Voltage path overloaded

Event memory

Event memory faulty

Flash memory

Flash error

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Sync input
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Logbook entries

Recording

Reset

Reset performed

Event memory

Event memory deleted

Operation logbook

Operation logbook deleted

General operational event

Error type, date, time

Error state
has been reset

current status deleted

Cycle memory

Cycle memory has been deleted

Daily energy memory

Daily energy memory has been deleted

Continuous energy memory

Continuous energy memory has been deleted

Parameter changes leading
to deletions from memory

Voltage transformer ratio has been changed

Date and time changed

new time

Power failure

End time

Bus address changed

old address, new address

Controlled restart

Reboot

Firmware

Firmware updated

Watchdog

Restart Watchdog

Current transformer ratio has been changed

Note
The described memories can only be read out via the KBR eBus by means of
optionally available software.

8.4.3

Measurement period synchronization
Measurement period synchronization of the multimess D6 can be carried out
in one of two ways, while the measurement period duration can be adjusted as
described in the chapter “Device memory.” The measurement period duration
and the synchronization always affect all period values.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

The following 2 types of synchronization are possible:

8.4.3.1 Synchronization only by internal clock.
Synchronization by internal clock is started with the initial reset. From this start
time, the clock will synchronize the measurement period every 15 minutes
(with respect to the full hour).

V5.00
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8.4.3.2 Synchronization by the KBR eBus
Synchronization is carried out via a telex created by the Busmaster and sent to
the selected recipients via the KBR eBus.

9

Serial interface

9.1

Operating modes and interface configuration

9.1.1

RS 485 Bus operation
The device’s RS-485 interface is designed for operation on the KBR eBus. You
can operate one or several multimess D6 devices together with the Energy Bus
across great distances (max. 1200 m without a multisys D2-ESES bus repeater).
Using the relevant Windows® software, all bus devices can be configured and
visualized. We will be glad to provide information on which other devices you
can connect to the Energy Bus and on the functions of our Windows® software.
Information on the structure and technical parameters of the Energy Bus can
be found in our installation guide for the KBR eBus. Just send a request for this
installation guide.

9.1.2

Protective measures
Overvoltage and lightning protection:

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

It is recommended to install overvoltage protection measures to protect our
high-quality devices from damage. We recommend protecting control voltage
inputs and pulse lines if required.
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Troubleshooting
No function:
Check power supply, backup fuse and supply line.
The measured values for power differ compared with the power supplier
measurement:
Check k and l of the current measurement, the correctness of the phases of
the transformers as well as the values entered for the transformer primary and
secondary current and adjust, if required.
See “Operating the Configuration menu,” menu item “Transformers – Primary
current” and “Transformers – secondary current.”

Note
Error call (LED Error flashes):
After pressing the  key, the error message is displayed.
The error message e-rnge is displayed
Check the connected measuring voltage and the voltage transformer. This
message appears if the rated voltage of 400 V is exceeded by at least 25%.
The error message e-pUls is shown
Check the pulse value with reference to the pulse duration.
Correct the pulse length or the pulse value, if required.
The maximum active or reactive energy that can be processed can be estimated
by means of the following calculation
3600 s
2 x IL x IP / kWh (kvarh)

= Maximum value

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Explanation:
3600
Constant [s]
IL
Required pulse length [s]
IP/kWh(kvarh)	Required pulse count per kWh or per kvarh [P/kWh or P/kvarh]
Maximum value Maximum active or reactive energy that can be output [kWh
or kvarh]
After error recovery, acknowledge error message with the  key
V5.00
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The error message e-para is displayed

If this text appears in the display, a parameter error occurred. Reset the device.

Note
Take notes of all programmed parameters as they will return to their default
settings after the reset. After resetting, the multimess D6 must be programmed
again.

The error message e-5ync is displayed
Depending on the user configuration, synchronization could not be carried out
via KBR eBus contact.



key.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Acknowledge error message with the
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Technical data:

11.1

Measuring and display values

Active energy

Reactive
energy

Active
power

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Apparent
power

V5.00

Calculation

WP

Units

kWh if the prefix LED “K” is active
MWh if the prefix LED “M” is active
GWh if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

0.0000 kWh to 9999 GWh;
auto range switching

Calculation

WQ

Units

kVArh if the prefix LED “K” is active
MVArh if the prefix LED “M” is active
GVArh if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

0.0000 kVArh to 9999 GVArh; auto range switching

Calculation

PΣ / PL1, PL2, PL3; display of phase power only via
Energy Bus

Units

W if no prefix LED is active
kW if the prefix LED “K” is active
MW if the prefix LED “M” is active
GW if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

10.0 W to 9999 GW;
auto range switching

Calculation

SΣ / SL1, SL2, SL3; display of phase power only via
Energy Bus

Units

VA if no prefix LED is active
kVA if the prefix LED “K” is active
MVA if the prefix LED “M” is active
GVA if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

10.0 VA to 9999 GVA;
auto range switching
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Power factor

Voltage

Current

42

Calculation

QΣ / QL1,QL2, QL3; display of the phase reactive power only via Energy Bus, distinction ind. /cap.

Units

VAr if no prefix LED is active
kVAr if the prefix LED “K” is active
MVAr if the prefix LED “M” is active
GVAr if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

10.0 VAr to 9999 GVAr;
auto range switching

Power factor

λΣ / λL1; λL2; λL3
Display of the phase power factors
only via Energy Bus
The power factor contains the first and
overharmonics

Display range

0.00 p1.00

RMS value of a
measurement
interval

Phase - N; UL1-N / UL2-N/ UL3-N
Phase - Phase; UL1-L2/ UL2-L3/ UL3-L1

Units

V if no prefix LED is active
KV if the prefix LED “K” is active
MV if the prefix LED “M” is active
GV if the prefix LED “G” is active

Display range

0.0 V to 99.9 GV Ph-N; 0.0 V to 9.9 GV Ph-Ph; auto range
switching

RMS value of a
measurement
interval

IL1Mom; IL2Mom; IL3Mom;
Instantaneous value per phase

Average value
determination

IL1Mit; IL2Mit; IL3Mit
; floating average value from RMS values over 10
minutes

Units

A if no prefix LED is active
KA if the prefix LED “K” is active

Display range

0.0 A to 99.9 GA
auto range switching
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Reactive
power
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Measuring accuracy

Voltage/current
with respect to the rated value

± 0.5% ± 1 digit

Apparent power/active power
with respect to the rated value

± 1% ± 1 digit

Reactive power
with respect to the rated value

± 2% ± 1 digit

Frequency

± 0.1 Hz / ± 1 digit

11.3

Measuring principle

Reading

102 points per period

A/D converter

16 bit

Update time (display)

~ 500ms

Update speed
(complete measuring cycle)

~ 200 ms

Frequency measurement

Mode: Voltage measured between phase L1,
L2, or L3 and N

Frequency range

Automatic frequency correction between 45-65
Hz

11.4
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Device memory

Data storage

1 MB flash non-volatile

Memory type

Ring buffer

Long-term memory
(1 year)

Annual energy memory: Daily values for active and reactive
energy, for high and low tariff, for consumption and recovery
for one year

Long-term memory for
max. 160 days, min. 64
hours, depending on
memory configuration

Load profile memory: Maximum 3840 entries; 60 / 30 / 15 /
1 minutes. Period values for active and reactive energy, for
consumption and energy recovery; period duration can be
configured via operating software.

Event memory/operation logbook

A maximum of 4096 entries to record tariff switching commands, mains failures, error messages etc.

Parameter memory

non-volatile

Password memory

Code: 4 digits, numerical

V5.00
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11.5

Power supply

Power supply

85 to 265 V AC/DC; 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

< 15 VA

11.6

Operating and display elements

Operation

4 sensor buttons

Measuring values

8-digit 7-segment LCD

Control display

6 green LEDs: 3 x display significance, 1 x error
message, 1 x digital input (not in use), 1 x pulse
output

Hardware inputs

Voltage
measuring
inputs

Current
measuring
inputs

2 digital
inputs

44

UL1-L2; UL2-L3;
UL3-L1

3 * 5 V...100 V...120 V AC (measuring range 1)
3 * 30 V...400 V...480 V AC (measuring range 2)

Input impedance

1.8 MOHM (Ph-Ph)

Measuring
range

programmable

IL1; IL2; IL3

3 * 0.01 A...1 A...1.2 A AC (measuring range 1)
3 * 0.05 A...5 A...6 A AC (measuring range 2)

Power consumption

≤ 0.3 VA per input at 6 A

Measuring
range

programmable

Input 1
No function

Measurement period synchronization
internal only or via KBR eBus

Tariff input

Digital input for floating contact, switching HT/LT,
signal e.g. from energy supplier, contact open =>
tariff HT, contact closed => tariff LT

S0 compatible

< 2 mA = off; > 10 mA = on

Output voltage

<24 V DC: Observe polarity

Output current

< 15 mA DC

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN
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11.8

Hardware outputs

Pulse output

In proportion to active or reactive energy; programmable on the device

Optocoupler
output

max. 15 mA; S0 compatible according to DIN 43865

Pulse value

Linear: programmable from 0.00 to 9999 P/kWh or P/
kVArh
limited additionally by the max.
possible pulse frequency of 16 Hz

Pulse length

default 100 ms; 30–990 ms configurable on the
device

Interpulse
period

= Pulse length

External
voltage supply

max. 35V / 30 mA DC; ensure correct polarity

BUS

RS485 for connection to the KBR eBus or Modbus;
a max. of 32 devices per bus segment, up to 1000 m
without a bus repeater; for additional
information see installation guide

Baud rate

KBR eBus 38400 Baud
Modbus: RTU or ASCII; Baud rate 4800, 9600, 19200;
parity none, even, odd

Addressing

KBR eBus: Can be addressed up to address 9999; via
software or manually on the device
Modbus: Address 1 to 247

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Serial interface

Output type
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11.9

Electrical connection
Screw terminals

Max. permissible connection
line cross-section

2.5 mm2

Measurement
voltage
inputs

Fuse protection

F2-F4: Recommended: 0.1 A < fuse < 4 A

Measuring
current
inputs

Fuse protection

NONE!!!
Always short-circuit current transformer terminals k
and l prior to opening the circuit!

Input
Power
supply

Fuse protection

F1: Recommendation 1 AT < fuse < 4 AT

BUS Connection

Connection
material

For proper operation please only use shielded twisted-pair cables; e.g. I-Y(St)Y EIB 2x2x0.8

Pulse output

Connection and
cables

Ensure proper polarity!
For proper operation, use shielded twisted-pair
cables only, e.g. I-Y(St)Y 2x2x0.8

Tariff input

Connection and
cables

Ensure proper polarity!
For proper operation, use shielded twisted-pair
cables only, e.g. I-Y(St)Y 2x2x0.8

Transformer
connection

Connections

see connection chart

Interface
connection

Pins for BUS
connection via
RS-485

Terminal 90
Terminal 91 A
Terminal 92 B
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Connection elements
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11.10

Mechanical data

Top hat
rail device

11.11

Housing
dimensions

90 x 106.4 x 61 mm (H x W x D),

Mounting type

Wall mounting on DIN rail 7.5 mm deep, in accordance with DIN EN 50022, suitable for distribution
board mounting

Weight

Approx. 650 g

Dimensioned drawing
50.0

61.00
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106.40

45.00

90.00

5.00
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11.12

Ambient conditions, electrical safety and standards

Ambient
conditions

Electrical
safety

Standards

DIN EN 60721-3-3:1995-09 +
DIN EN 60721-3-3/A2:1997-07;
3K5+3Z11;
(IEC721-3-3;3K5+3Z11)

Operating temperature

-5°C to +55°C

Humidity

5% to 95% non-condensing

Storage temperature

-25°C to +70°C

Operating
altitude

0 to 2000 m above sea level

Standards

DIN EN 61010-1:2011-07;
DIN EN 61010-2-030:2011-07

Protection class

I

Overvoltage cat- III
egory, measurement category
Protection
type

DIN EN 60529:2014-09

Front

IP 51

Terminals

IP 20

Standards

DIN EN 61000-6-2:2006-03 +
Amendment 1:2011-03
DIN EN 61000-6-3:2011-09 +
Amendment 1:2012-11
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EMC

Standards
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1

Supported Modbus commands

0x04

Read input registers

0x06

Write single input register

0x10

Write multiple input registers

0x2B

Read device identification

The multimess D6 does not support broadcast commands. All described Modbus commands are device-specific commands.

2

Data formats

(unsigned) short: 0x1234
Address

+0

+1

Contents

0x12

0x34

Rule for byte sequence: MSB before LSB
(unsigned) long: 0x12345678
Address

+0

+1

+2

+3

Contents

0x12

0x34

0x56

0x78

Rule for byte sequence: MSB before LSB
Format

corresponds to the IEEE 754 standard

Representation

4 bytes

Accuracy

24 bits ( represent >7 decimal points)

Composition

24-bit mantissa; 8-bit exponent

Mantissa

24 bits (M) + 1 bit (S)
The MSB of the mantissa is always 1 => it is not saved separately!

Exponent

52

8 bits (0-255); is saved relatively to 127, i.e. the current value of
the exponent is deduced by subtracting the number 127 from
the saved value. Curr. Exp. = saved value of exp. – 127 => range
of numbers from 128 to -127!

V5.00
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Example 1: -12.5 decimal = 0xC1480000 hex		
M: 24-bit mantissa
E: Exponent with an offset of 127.....................
S: Sign for mantissa (S=1 neg.; S=0 pos.)
Address

+0

+1

+2

Format

SEEEEEEE

EMMMMMMM

MMMMMMMM MMMMMMMM

Binary

11000001

01001000

00000000

00000000

Hex

C1

00

00

48

+3

The byte sequence is defined as follows:
The byte with the "S sign bit" is transmitted as the first byte over the bus.
The following information can be derived from this:
The sign bit is 1 => negative mantissa
The value of the exponent amounts to 10000010 bin or 130 dec.
This results in an exponent value of: 130 - 127 = 3
The mantissa has the following value: 10010000000000000000000
The decimal point can be found at the left end of the mantissa, preceded by a 1. This
position does not appear in the hexadecimal numeric notation. If you add 1 and set the
decimal point at the beginning of the mantissa, you will obtain the following value:
1.10010000000000000000000
Now, the mantissa must be adjusted to the exponent. A negative exponent shifts the
decimal point to the left, a positive exponent shifts it to the right. Since the exponent is 3,
this appears in our representation as: 1100.10000000000000000000
The number obtained corresponds to the binary floating-point number.
Binary digits to the left of the decimal point yield values > 1. In this example, 1100 bin
yields the number 12 dec. {(1x23)+ (1x22)+ (0x21)+ (0x20)}
Binary digits to the right of the decimal point yield values < 1. In this example, .100.......
bin yields the number 0.5 dec. {(1x2-1)+ (0x2-2)+ (0x2-3)+ (0x2-4)}
By adding the individual values, 12.5 is obtained. As the sign bit was set, it is a negative
value, -12.5. The hexadecimal number 0xC1480000 therefore corresponds to -12.5.

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Example 2: -12.55155 decimal = 0xC148D325 hex
Address

+0

+1

+2

Format

SEEEEEEE

EMMMMMMM

MMMMMMMM MMMMMMMM

Binary

11000001

01001000

11010011

00100101

Hex

C1

D3

25
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Example 3: 45.354 decimal = 0x42356A7F hex
Address

+0

+1

+2

Format

SEEEEEEE

EMMMMMMM

MMMMMMMM MMMMMMMM

Binary

01000010

00110101

01101010

01111111

Hex

42

35

6A

7F

Exponent:

+3

10000100 bin = 132 dec.
 Exp.= 132-127=5

Mantissa:

S=0
 Sign=positive
01101010110101001111111 bin
Decimal point added to the first position of the mantissa
 . 01101010110101001111111
Leading 1 in front of decimal point
 1. 01101010110101001111111
Taking exponent into account (=5)
 101101. 010110101001111111
to the left of the decimal point:
101101 bin = 25+ 23+ 22+20 = 45 dec.
To the right of the decimal point:
010110101001111111 bin =
	2-2 + 2-4 + 2-5 + 2-7 + 2-9 + 2-12 + 2-13 + 2-14 + 2-15 + 2-16 + 2-17 +
2-18 = 0.3540001 dec.
Final result: +45.03540001 dec.
Timestamp time_t (is transmitted as unsigned long)
The timestamp describes a point in time. The value is defined as follows: Seconds since
1/1/1970 0°° hours (with respect to the corresponding time zone)

The following applies:
All timestamps which are transmitted via the bus are to be interpreted as standard time
(winter time).
The device itself must be parametrized according to country-specific parameters. Possible
settings here are:
e.g. in Germany -> daylight saving time from end of March to end of October
e.g. China -> daylight saving time not applied

54
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The values are transmitted over the bus as unsigned long (for byte sequence, see above).
All values are to be interpreted as standard time (winter time), i.e. if you want to set the
device clock in Germany to 11 o'clock in May, then the setting command via the bus must
be done, by definition, with winter time 10 o'clock.
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Interface parameters

Setting options for Modbus RTU
Baud rate (Baud)

Parity

Data bits

Stop bits

4800, 9600, 19200

even, odd, none

8

2 for parity none
1 other

Setting options for Modbus ASCII
Baud rate (Baud)

Parity

Data bits

Stop bits

4800, 9600, 19200

even, odd, none

7

2 for parity none
1 other

The number of data bits and stop bits is defined in the Modbus definition. Baud rates of
less than 4800 baud are possible by definition, but not implemented at the moment. The
interface parameters can only be set on the device. (not via the bus).

4
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Device settings are performed via the Modbus command 0x10 (Write multiple registers)
in accordance with table 1.
Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Value

Format

0xD002
53250

0xD001

2

Measuring voltage
Primary transformer

1-1000000

unsigned
long

0xD004
53252

0xD003

2

Measuring voltage
Secondary transformer

1-600

unsigned
long

0xD006
53254

0xD005

2

Measuring current
Primary transformer

1-1000000

unsigned
long

0xD008
53256

0xD007

2

Measuring current
Secondary transformer

1 ->1 A
5 ->5 A

unsigned
long

0xD00A 0xD009
53258

2

Frequency
correction mode

0 automatic
1 50Hz fixed
2 60Hz fixed

unsigned
long

0xD00C
53260

0xD00B

2

Average current value,
averaging time in min

0-255

unsigned
long

0xD00E
53262

0xD00D 2

Attenuation voltage (0-9)

0-9

unsigned
long

V5.00
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Words Description

Value

Format

0xD010
53264

0xD00F

2

Attenuation current (0-9)

0-9

unsigned
long

0xD012
53266

0xD011

2

Synchronization type

0 only by
unsigned
internal clock
long
1 by external synchronized pulse
2 by bus
3 by
tariff change

0xD014
53268

0xD013

2

Tariff switching

0 by digital input
1 takes place
through bus
2 takes place in
device
saved times

unsigned
long

0xD016
53270

0xD015

2

Switch on low tariff clock
time (in minutes per day)

0 to 1440

unsigned
long

0xD018
53272

0xD017

2

Switch off low tariff clock
time (in minutes per day)

0 to 1440

unsigned
long

0xD01A 0xD019
53274

2

0 daylight saving time off
0.1
1 daylight saving time active

unsigned
long

0xD01C
53276

0xD01B

2

Switching standard k
daylight saving time

1 – 12

unsigned
long

0xD01E
53278

0xD01D 2

Switching daylight saving k
standard time

1 – 12

unsigned
long

0xD020
53280

0xD01F

2

Set continuous counter
active energy HT

new value

float

0xD022
53282

0xD021

2

Set continuous counter
active energy LT

new value

float

0xD024
53284

0xD023

2

Set continuous counter
reactive energy HT

new value

float

0xD026
53286

0xD025

2

Set continuous counter
reactive energy LT

new value

float
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Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Value

Format

0xD028
53288

0xD027

2

Set time

Time as
timestamp

unsigned
long

0xD02A 0xD029
53290

2

Factor for default
response times

Default setting 10 unsigned
long
corresponds to
factor 1.0
Factor 1.0 corresponds to >3.5
byte times
Factor 2.0 corresponds to >7 byte
times
10–255 i.e. factors
1.0 to 25.5

0xD02C
53292

0xD02B

2

Byte sequence for float
on the Modbus

1 according to
definition
0 reversed

0xD02E
53294

0xD02D 2

Energy form for synchronized 0-63
pulse or tariff switching

0xD030
53296

0xD02F

2

Pulse output pulse type

0 proportional
to active energy
consumption
1 proportional to
reactive energy
consumption
2 proportional
to active energy
recovery
3 proportional to
reactive energy
recovery

0xD032
53298

0xD031

2

Pulse output pulse value

1 to 999999 pulses/kW
0 means no pulse
output

0xD034
53300

0xD033

2

Pulse length in ms

30-990 ms in steps
of 10

0xD052
53330

0xD051

2

Set continuous counter active energy HT recovery

new value

V5.00

unsigned
long
unsigned
long

float
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Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Value

Format

0xD054
53332

0xD053

2

Set continuous counter active energy LT recovery

new value

float

0xD056
53334

0xD055

2

Set continuous counter reac- new value
tive energy HT recovery

float

0xD058
53336

0xD057

2

Set continuous counter reac- new value
tive energy LT recovery

float

Table 1
Example Modbus RTU
Request: 01 10 D0 1F 00 02 04 42 C9 00 00 EB 60
in which
01

Device address

10

Command

D0 1F

Register 0xD020 continuous counter active energy consumption HT (in
accordance with Modbus definition, the required address must be set
to -1 in the request telex)

00 02

Write 2 registers

04

Write 4 bytes

42 C9 00 00

Set to value 100.5

EB 60

CRC code

Response
Device address

10

Command

D0 1F

Write from register 0xD0020

00 02

2 words written

48 CE

CRC code
EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN
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Example Modbus ASCII
Request: 3A 30 31 31 30 44 30 32 37 30 30 30 32 30 34 34 30 38 38 46 30 36 44 43 44 0D
0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

31 30

Command 0x10

44 30 32 37

Register 0xD028 set time (in accordance with Modbus definition, the
required address must be set -1 in the request telex)

30 30 30 32

Set 2 registers

30 34

Write number of bytes (8 bytes)

34 30 38 38
46 30 36 44

Date April 24, 2004 Time 11:31:09 AM

43 44

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

Response
3A 30 31 31 30 44 30 32 37 30 30 30 32 46 36 0D 0A
in which
Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

31 30

Command 0x10

44 30 32 37

Register 0xD028 set time (in accordance with Modbus definition, the
required address must be set -1 in the request telex)

30 30 30 32

2 registers written

46 36

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN
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Commands

Commands can only be executed via the input 0x06 (Write single register) in accordance
with table 2.
Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Value

Format

0xF001
61441

0xF000

1

Device reset

42

unsigned
short

0xF002
61442

0xF001

1

not supported

0xF003
61443

0xF002

1

not supported

0xF004
61444

0xF003

1

Tariff switching to HT

Energy type 0-63

unsigned
short

0xF005
61445

0xF004

1

Tariff switching to LT

Energy type 0-63

unsigned
short

0xF006
61446

0xF005

1

Delete error status

0

unsigned
short

0xF00B
61451

0xF00A

1

Synchronization of load pro- 0
file memory (not supported)

unsigned
short

Table 2
Example Modbus RTU
Request: 01 06 F0 05 00 00 AA CB
in which
Device address

06

Command

F0 05

Register 0xF006 delete error status (in accordance with Modbus definition, the required address must be set to -1 in the request telex)

00 00

Value 0 (in accordance with definition in table 2)

AA CB

CRC code
EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN
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Response:
01 06 F0 05 00 00 AA CB
in which
01

Device address

06

Command

F0 05

Register 0xF006 delete error status (in accordance with Modbus definition, the required address must be set to -1 in the request telex)

00 00

Value 0 (in accordance with definition in table 2)

AA CB

CRC code

Example Modbus ASCII
3A 30 31 30 36 46 30 30 33 30 30 30 30 30 36 0D 0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

30 36

Command 0x06

46 30 30 33

Command 0xF004 switch counter to HT (in accordance with Modbus
definition, the required address must be set -1 in the request telex)

30 30 30 30

Value 0 (in accordance with definition in table 2)

30 36

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Response:
3A 30 31 30 36 46 30 30 33 30 30 30 30 30 36 0D 0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

30 36

Command 0x06

46 30 30 33

Command 0xF004 switch counter to HT (in accordance with Modbus
definition, the required address must be set -1 in the request telex)

30 30 30 30

Value 0 (in accordance with definition in table 2)

30 36

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

V5.00
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6

Data points

Data points are read via the command 0x04 (Read input registers) in accordance with
table 4
Words Description

Unit

Format

0x0002
2

0x0001

2

Voltage PH-N L1

V

float

0x0004
4

0x0003

2

Voltage PH-N L2

V

float

0x0006
6

0x0005

2

Voltage PH-N L3

V

float

0x0008
8

0x0007

2

Voltage PH-PH L1

V

float

0x000A
10

0x0009

2

Voltage PH-PH L2

V

float

0x000C
12

0x000B

2

Voltage PH-PH L3

V

float

0x000E
14

0x000D

2

Current L1

A

float

0x0010
16

0x000F

2

Current L2

A

float

0x0012
18

0x0011

2

Current L3

A

float

0x0014
20

0x0013

2

Current average value L1

A

float

0x0016
22

0x0015

2

Current average value L2

A

float

0x0018
24

0x0017

2

Current average value L3

A

float

0x001A
26

0x0019

2

Apparent power L1

VA

float

0x001C
28

0x001B

2

Apparent power L2

VA

float

0x001E
30

0x001D

2

Apparent power L3

VA

float

0x0020
32

0x001F

2

Active power L1

W

float
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Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Unit

Format

0x0022
34

0x0021

2

Active power L2

W

float

0x0024
36

0x0023

2

Active power L3

W

float

0x0026
38

0x0025

2

Reactive power L1

var

float

0x0028
40

0x0027

2

Reactive power L2

var

float

0x002A
42

0x0029

2

Reactive power L3

var

float

0x002C
44

0x002B

2

cos Phi L1

float

0x002E
46

0x002D

2

cos Phi L2

float

0x0030
48

0x001F

2

cos Phi L3

float

0x0032
50

0x0031

2

Total apparent power

VA

float

0x0034
52

0x0033

2

Total active power

W

float

0x0036
54

0x0035

2

Total reactive power

var

float

0x0038
56

0x0037

2

Power factor

float

0x003A
58

0x0039

2

Time

unsigned
long

0x003C
60

0x003B

2

Energy type synchronous pulse

unsigned
long

0x003E
62

0x003D

2

Tariff index

unsigned
long

0x0040
64

0x003F

2

Active power period value (consump- W
tion), last period

float

0x0042
66

0x0041

2

Reactive power period value (consumption), last period

float

0x0044
68

0x0043

2

Active power period value (recovery), W
last period

V5.00

var

float
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Register PDU
No.
address

Words Description

Unit

Format

0x0046
70

0x0045

2

Reactive power period value (recovery), last period

var

float

0x0048
72

0x0047

2

Instantaneous value period P consumption

W

float

0x004A
74

0x0049

2

Instantaneous value period Q consumption

var

float

0x004C
76

0x004B

2

Instantaneous value period P recovery W

float

0x004E
78

0x004D

2

Instantaneous value period Q recovery

var

float

0x0050
80

0x004F

2

Period remaining time

S

unsigned
long

0x0052
82

0x0051

2

Period duration

min

unsigned
long

0x0054
84

0x0053

2

Active power meter count (HT/consumption)

Wh

float

0x0056
86

0x0055

2

Active energy meter count (LT/consumption)

Wh

float

0x0058
88

0x0057

2

Reactive energy meter count (HT/
consumption)

varh

float

0x005A
90

0x0059

2

Reactive energy meter count (LT/
consumption)

varh

float

0x005C
92

0x005B

2

Active energy meter count (HT/recov- Wh
ery)

float

0x005E
94

0x005D

2

Active energy meter count (LT/recov- Wh
ery)

float

0x0060
96

0x005F

2

Reactive energy meter count (HT/
recovery)

varh

float

0x0062
98

0x0061

2

Reactive energy meter count (LT/
recovery)

varh

float

0x0064
100

0x0063

2

Error state

0x0066
102

0x0065

2

Power frequency

unsigned
long
Hz

float

Table 4
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Example Modbus ASCII
Request: 3A 30 31 30 34 30 30 31 46 30 30 31 32 43 41 0D 0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

30 34

Command 0x40

30 30 31 46

read active power L1 from register 0x0020 measured value
(in accordance with the Modbus definition, the required
address must be set to -1 in the request telex)

30 30 31 32

Read 9 registers,

43 41

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Response:
3A 30 31 30 34 32 34 34 37 30 34 34 42 35 41 34 37 30 32 34 32 31 41 34 37
30 32 45 46 34 34 34 36 41 34 39 32 30 30 34 36 39 44 31 30 39 45 34 36 39
43 44 30 31 43 33 46 34 42 35 38 38 41 33 46 34 43 41 44 43 43 33 46 34 42
31 46 32 38 41 41 0D 0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

30 34

Command 0x40

32 34

36 data bytes

34 37 30 34 34 42 35 41

Active power L1   33867 W

34 37 30 32 34 32 31 41

Active power L2   33346 W

34 37 30 32 45 46 34 34

Active power L3   33519 W

34 36 41 34 39 32 30 30

Reactive power L1    21065 var

34 36 39 44 31 30 39 45

Reactive power L2    20104 var

34 36 39 43 44 30 31 43

Reactive power L3    20072 var

33 46 34 42 35 38 38 41

Cosine Phi L1   0.79

33 46 34 43 41 44 43 43

Cosine Phi L2   0.80

33 46 34 42 31 46 32 38

Cosine Phi L3   0.79

41 41

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

V5.00
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Example Modbus RTU
Request: 01 04 00 53 00 08 01 DD
in which
01

Device address

04

Command

00 53

read meter count active energy HT (consumption) from register 0x0054 (in accordance with Modbus definition, the
required address must be set to -1 in the request telex)

00 08

Read 8 registers, i.e. read 4 data points

01 DD

CRC code

Response:
01 04 10 46 64 DC 00 46 0D 68 00 46 08 C4 00 45 A7 80 00 36 F7
in which
01

Device address

04

Command

10

16 data bytes

46 64 DC 00

Active power meter count (HT/consumption)

14647 Wh

46 0D 68 00

Active energy meter count (LT/consumption)

9050 Wh

46 08 C4 00

Reactive energy meter count (HT/consumption)

8753 varh

45 A7 80 00

Reactive energy meter count (LT/consumption)

5360 varh

36 F7

CRC code

7

Device information

The device information is read via the command 0x2B (Read device identification).

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Information about the manufacturer, device code and device version is read in the process. The device supplies the "Basic Device Identification". "Regular" and "Extended Device
Identification" are optional in accordance with the Modbus definition. They are not used
in the multimess D6.
Example Modbus RTU
Request:
01 2B 0E 01 00 70 77
in which
66
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01

Device address

2B

Command

0E

MEI type in accordance with Modbus definition always 0x0E

01

Device ID Code for "Basic Device Identification" (see Modbus definition)

00

Object ID -> in our example manufacturer name, product name and
version

70 77

CRC code

EDEBDA0224-1915-1_EN

Response:
01 2B 0E 01 01 00 00 03 00 08 4B 42 52 20 47 6D 62 48 01 14 6D 75 6C 74 69 6D 65 73 73
20 44 36 2E 2E 2E 35 20 20 20 20 02 09 20 35 2E 30 30 64 31 30 31 31 DE
in which
01

Device address

2B

Command

0E

MEI type (see Modbus definition)

01

“Basic identification” (see Modbus definition)

01

“Conformity level” (see Modbus definition)

00

No further information follows (no additional telex required)

00

Next object ID

03

Number of objects

00

Object ID 00

08

Length of the text of ID 00

4B 42 52 20 47 6D 62
48

"KBR GmbH"

01

Object ID 01

14

Length of the text of ID 01

6D 75 6C 74 69 6D 65
73 73 20 44 36 2E 2E 2E
35 20 20 20 20

“multimess D6...5”

02

Object ID 02

09

Length of the text of ID 02

20 35 2E 30 30 64 31
30 31

“5.00d101”

31 DE

CRC code

V5.00
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Example Modbus ASCII
Request:
3A 30 31 32 42 30 45 30 31 30 32 43 33 0D 0A
in which
3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

32 42

Command 0x2B

30 45

MEI type in accordance with Modbus definition always 0x0E

30 31

Device ID Code for "Basic Device Identification" (see Modbus definition)

30 32

Object ID -> in our example 02 read version and release

43 33

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)

3A

Start telex (colon)

30 31

Device address 0x01

32 42

Command

30 45

MEI type (see Modbus definition)

30 31

“Basic identification” (see Modbus definition)

30 31

“Conformity level” (see Modbus definition)

30 30

No further information follows
(no additional telex required)

30 32

Next object ID

30 31

Number of objects

30 32

Object ID 02

30 39

Length of the text of ID 02

32 30 33 35 32 45 33 30 33 30
37 32 33 31 33 31 33 34

“5.00r114”

43 42

LRC code

0D 0A

Telex end (CR LF)
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Response:
3A 30 31 32 42 30 45 30 31 30 31 30 30 30 32 30 31 30 32 30 39 32 30 33 35
32 45 33 30 33 30 37 32 33 31 33 31 33 34 43 42 0D 0A
in which

V5.00
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Notes

Notes
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